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Abstract

In route planning for electric vehicles (EVs), consumption profiles are a functional representation of optimal energy consumption between two locations, subject to initial state of charge (SoC). Efficient computation of profiles is a relevant problem on its own, but also a fundamental ingredient to many route planning approaches for EVs. In this work, we show that the complexity of a profile is at most linear in the graph size. Based on this insight, we derive a polynomial-time algorithm for the problem of finding an energy-optimal path between two locations that allows stops at charging stations. Exploiting efficient profile search, our approach also allows partial recharging at charging stations to save energy. In a sense, our results close the gap between efficient techniques for energy-optimal routes (based on simpler models) and \textit{NP}-hard time-constrained problems involving charging stops for EVs. We propose a practical implementation, which we carefully integrate with Contraction Hierarchies (CH) and A* search. Even though the practical variant formally drops correctness, a comprehensive experimental study on a realistic, large-scale road network reveals that it always finds the optimal solution in our tests and computes even long-distance routes with charging stops in less than 300 ms.
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1 Introduction

Route planning services explicitly designed for EVs have to address specific aspects, since EVs usually employ a rather limited cruising range. We study the problem of computing routes that minimize energy consumption, in order to maximize cruising range and for drivers to overcome range anxiety (the fear of getting stranded). This imposes nontrivial challenges. Recharging en route may become inevitable on long-distance trips. Given that charging stations are scarce, such stops need to be planned in advance \cite{7,42}. Moreover, EVs can recuperate energy (e.g., when going downhill), but the battery capacity limits the amount
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of recuperable energy [9, 18, 36]. As a result, the energy-optimal route depends on the initial SoC. This dependency is captured by the notion of (consumption) profiles, which map SoC (at the source) to (minimum) energy consumption that is necessary to reach the target [9, 18, 38]. Profiles are relevant in many applications, where the SoC at the start of a journey is either unknown or can be decided by the driver, e.g., when charging overnight. Moreover, they are an important ingredient of speedup techniques, where preprocessing is applied to the input network for faster query times [7, 9, 18].

In this work, we examine the complexity of consumption profiles in road networks. Furthermore, we discuss an important application that requires efficient computation of profiles, namely, energy-optimal routes with intermediate charging stops. Even when optimizing for energy consumption only, the integration of charging stations into route planning is a nontrivial task: Recharging to a full battery at a charging station can be wasteful if it prevents the battery from recuperating energy on a downhill ride later on. Hence, profiles help in deciding the optimal amount of energy to be recharged at a station.

Related Work. Classic route planning approaches apply Dijkstra’s algorithm [17] to a graph representation of the network, with fixed scalar edge costs representing, e.g., travel time. For faster running times in practice, speedup techniques [4] accelerate online shortest-path queries with data preprocessed in an offline phase. Examples of such techniques are CH [20], where vertices are contracted iteratively and replaced by shortcuts in the graph, and variants of A* search [21, 24]. Combining both techniques, Core-ALT [6] contracts most vertices and runs A* on the remaining core graph. Some techniques were also extended to more complex scenarios, such as time-dependent cost functions [5, 10, 12, 14]. In this context, a profile query asks for a functional representation of travel time between locations for any departure time. Such functions may have superpolynomial complexity [19], but can be computed by an output-sensitive search algorithm [11, 15]. See Bast et al. [4] for a more complete survey.

Regarding route planning for EVs, computing routes that minimize energy consumption requires the integration of battery constraints into Dijkstra’s algorithm and adaptation of speedup techniques for fast queries [9, 18, 36]. Eisner et al. [18] observe that consumption profiles have constant complexity for a fixed path. Subsequent works consider general profiles possibly comprising multiple paths [9, 38], but their complexity has not been studied. Stops at charging stations are often considered under the simplifying assumptions that the charging always results in a fully recharged battery [22, 32, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Routes with a minimum number of intermediate charging stops can then be computed in less than a second on subcountry-scale graphs [41, 42]. More complex models also consider constraints on time spent driving [8, 30] and recharging [7, 27, 31, 33, 44, 45], but this results in much more difficult (typically \(NP\)-hard) problems and proposed techniques are inexact or impractical.

Contribution and Outline. In Section 2, we formally introduce our model, describe problem variants, and recap basic algorithmic ingredients needed to solve them. In Section 3, we investigate the complexity of consumption profiles. As our main result, we prove that such profiles have linear complexity—much in contrast to profiles in time-dependent routing, which can have superpolynomial size [19]. This enables us to compute profile search efficiently—an algorithm relevant in various query scenarios and a crucial ingredient for many speedup techniques. In Section 4, we consider energy-optimal routes that allow stops at charging stations to recharge the battery. Unlike previous studies [22, 40, 41], we do not assume that using a charging station always results in a fully recharged battery. Instead, we allow the charging process to be interrupted beforehand to save energy. Building upon our theoretical
findings, we derive a polynomial-time algorithm to solve the problem. To make the approach fast in practice, we propose a (heuristic) variant and integrate it with CH [18, 20] and A* search [24]. Section 5 presents our experimental study, in which we demonstrate that our algorithm (empirically) obtains optimal results for all queries in well below a second after moderate preprocessing effort. We conclude with final remarks in Section 6.

2 Model, Query Variants, and Basic Algorithms

We model the road network as a directed graph \( G = (V, E) \). Energy consumption along edges is given by the cost function \( c : E \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \). Consumption can be negative to model recuperation, but cycles with negative consumption are physically ruled out. An EV is equipped with a battery of limited capacity \( M \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \). Given the current SoC \( b_u \in [0, M] \) of a vehicle at a vertex \( u \in V \), traversing an edge \((u, v) \in E\) typically results in the SoC \( b_u = b_u - c(u, v) \) at \( v \). However, we also take battery constraints into account: The SoC \( b_u \) must neither exceed the limit \( M \), nor drop below zero [1, 2, 18]. Thus, if the consumption \( c(u, v) \) of an edge \((u, v)\) exceeds the SoC \( b_u \) at \( u \), the edge cannot be traversed, as the battery would run empty along the way. We indicate this case by setting \( b_u := -\infty \). Conversely, if the battery is (almost) fully charged, passing an edge with negative consumption cannot increase the SoC beyond the maximum value \( M \), so we obtain \( b_u \leq M \). Given some initial SoC \( b_s \) at the source vertex \( s \), we say that an \( s-t \) path \( P = [s, \ldots, t] \) in \( G \) is feasible if and only if the battery never runs empty, i.e., the SoC \( b_u \) obtained at every vertex \( v \) of \( P \) after iteratively applying above constraints is within the interval \([0, M]\). Note that a path may be infeasible even if its cost (i.e., the sum of its consumption values) does not exceed \( b_s \): Due to negative edge weights, there might be a prefix of greater total cost that renders the path infeasible. Given the SoC \( b_t \) at the target \( t \) of a feasible path, the energy consumption on the path is \( b_s - b_t \). This value can become negative, due to recuperation.

For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume in this work that \( c(e) \in [-M, M] \) for all edges of the input graph. Moreover, we assume that shortest paths (wrt. the cost function \( c \)) between arbitrary pairs of vertices are unique.

Profiles. Given two vertices \( s \in V \) and \( t \in V \) of the input graph \( G \), we define the SoC function \( f : [0, M] \cup \{-\infty\} \rightarrow [0, M] \cup \{-\infty\} \), also called SoC profile or \( s-t \) profile, which maps SoC at the source \( s \) to the maximum SoC at the target \( t \) (after traversing any \( s-t \) path in \( G \) ). We define \( f(-\infty) := -\infty \). SoC functions are piecewise linear, so we use a sequence \( F = [(x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_k, y_k)] \) of breakpoints to define \( f \), such that \( f(b) = -\infty \) for \( b < x_1 \), \( f(b) = y_k \) for \( b \geq x_k \), and \( f(b) \) is obtained by linear interpolation in all other cases.

For some \( s-t \) path \( P \), we denote by \( f_P \) the profile of \( P \), i.e., the SoC function that maps initial SoC at \( s \) to the resulting SoC at \( t \) after traversing \( P \). Given the SoC functions \( f_P \) and \( f_Q \) of two paths \( P \) and \( Q \), we say that \( f_P \) dominates \( f_Q \) (similarly, \( P \) dominates \( Q \)) if \( f_P(b) \geq f_Q(b) \) for all \( b \in [0, M] \).

To give a simple example, consider the SoC function \( f_{(u,v)} \) induced by an edge \((u,v) \in E\). Given the cost \( c(u,v) \) of the edge, battery constraints yield

\[
f_{(u,v)}(b) := \begin{cases} 
-\infty & \text{if } b - c(u,v) < 0, \\
M & \text{if } b - c(u,v) > M, \\
b - c(u,v) & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

The function \( f_{(u,v)} \) is represented by the sequence \( F_{(u,v)} = [(c(u,v),0), (M, M - c(u,v))] \) if
c(u, v) ≥ 0 is nonnegative, and $F[u,v] = [(0, -c(u, v)), (M + c(u, v), M)]$ otherwise. In both cases, the function consists of two breakpoints.

**Query Variants.** Typically, there are two problem variants of interest. First, an SoC query consists of a source $s \in V$, a target $t \in V$, and an initial SoC $b_s \in [0, M]$. It asks for a (single) energy-optimal $s$--$t$ path when departing at $s$ with SoC $b_s$, i.e., a path that maximizes the SoC $b_t$ at $t$ (and minimizes the consumption $b_s - b_t$). Second, a profile query does not take $b_s$ as input, but asks for an $s$--$t$ profile, i.e., the optimal value $b_t$ for every initial SoC $b_s \in [0, M]$.

**Basic Algorithms.** SoC queries can be answered by a variant [1, 2] of Dijkstra’s algorithm that handles battery constraints on-the-fly, using explicit checks. However, the algorithm is label correcting, i.e., negative edge costs may cause (exponentially many) re-scans of vertices [28]. Potential shifting [29] can remedy this, making use of a potential function $\pi : V \to \mathbb{R}$ on the vertices with the property that $c(u, v) - \pi(u) + \pi(v) \geq 0$ holds for all $(u, v) \in E$. Then the search becomes label setting when using the reduced cost function $c(u, v) - \pi(u) + \pi(v)$, i.e., each vertex is scanned at most once. Distances wrt. the original cost function are maintained and battery constraints can still be applied on-the-fly [18, 36]. We refer to this algorithm as EV Dijkstra (EVD).

Profile search [9, 37, 38] is a label-correcting algorithm that answers profile queries. Starting from the source vertex $s \in V$, the algorithm maintains, for each vertex $v$, a (tentative) $s$--$v$ profile $f_v$. It initializes $f_v \equiv -\infty$ for all $v \in V$, except $f_s = \text{id}$. It adds $s$ to a priority queue, which uses the value $\min_{b \in [0, M]} \{b - f_s(b)\}$ as key of a vertex $v$, i.e., the minimum energy consumption of its SoC function. Each step of the main loop, the algorithm extracts a vertex $u$ with minimum key from the queue (thereby scanning it) and proceeds along the lines of Dijkstra’s algorithm: Incident outgoing edges $e = (u, v)$ are scanned by computing the composition $f = f_v \circ f_u$. Afterwards, it sets $f_v = \max(f_v, f)$, i.e., the pointwise maximum of $f_v$ and $f$, and updates $v$ in the priority queue, if its key changed. After termination, the label $f_v$ of every vertex $v \in V$ is the $s$--$v$ profile.

### 3 On the Complexity of Profiles

In this section, we first examine characteristics of SoC functions of single paths. Then, we show that the complexity (i.e., number of breakpoints) of general SoC functions is linear in the number $|V|$ of vertices in the graph. An alternative notion that is common in the literature [7, 8, 9, 18] utilizes consumption profiles $g()$, which map initial SoC to energy consumption between two vertices. We obtain the relation $f(b) = b - g(b)$, hence our insights on the complexity of SoC profiles carry over to consumption profiles directly.

**Profiles Representing Paths.** Given an $s$--$t$ path $P$, Eisner et al. [18] show that the number of breakpoints of the SoC function $f_P$ is bounded by a constant. Below, Lemma 1 recaps this fundamental insight, but also provides a full specification of the SoC function of a single path based on the costs of certain subpaths. We begin by defining important subpaths of an $s$--$t$ path $P$. First, let $P^+_s$ denote the maximum prefix of $P$, i.e., the prefix of $P$ that has maximum cost $c(P^+_s)$ wrt. energy consumption among all its prefixes. (Recall that the cost of a path is defined as the sum of its edge costs, hence, battery constraints do not apply.) If every prefix of $P$ (including $P$ itself) is negative, we obtain $P^+_s = [s]$ and $c(P^+_s) = 0$. Similarly, the minimum prefix $P^-_s$ minimizes the cost $c(P^-_s)$ among all prefixes of $P$. We obtain $P^-_s = [s]$ and $c(P^-_s) = 0$ in case every prefix of $P$ is positive. The maximum suffix
An s–t path with depicted edge costs.

The corresponding SoC function.

Figure 1 An s–t path together with its SoC function, assuming that the battery capacity is $M = 5$. The cost of the path is 1 and its important subpaths are indicated. Relative vertical positions of vertices correspond to costs of subpaths starting or ending at the respective vertex. The coordinates of breakpoints in the profile are equal to the costs of certain important subpaths.

$P_s^+$ and minimum suffix $P_t^-$ are defined symmetrically. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that $P$ contains no subpath with cost 0 consisting of more than one vertex (this can be enforced by perturbation of edge costs). Thus, the subpaths above are uniquely defined. Moreover, observe that $P = P_s^+ \circ P_t^+ = P_s^- \circ P_t^-$; see Figure 1.

Lemma 1 shows that the SoC function $f_P$ (defined by its breakpoints) of a path $P$ is completely determined by the costs of its important subpaths. At most two breakpoints are necessary to represent the SoC function. It has a characteristic form: It consists of a first part with infinite consumption (the path is infeasible for low SoC), followed by a segment with slope 1 (the consumption is constant, thus SoC at $t$ increases with SoC at $s$), and a last segment of constant SoC (for high values of initial SoC, the battery is fully charged at some point due to recuperation). Each of these three intervals may collapse to a single point. The segment with slope 1 is also called the characteristic segment of the SoC function. An example of a path and its SoC function is depicted in Figure 1.

Lemma 1. Given an s–t path $P$, its SoC function $f_P$ is a piecewise linear function. It is defined by a sequence $F$ of breakpoints in the following way.
1. If there exists a subpath of $P$ with cost greater than $M$, $F = \emptyset$ and $f_P \equiv -\infty$.
2. Otherwise, if there is a subpath of $P$ with cost below $-M$, $F = [(c(P_s^+), M - c(P_t^+))]$.
3. If neither such subpath exists, $F = [(c(P_s^+), -c(P_t^-)), (M + c(P_s^-), M - c(P_t^+))]$.

General Profiles. For a pair of vertices $s$ and $t$, different paths may be the optimal choice for different values of initial SoC; see Figure 2. Therefore, a general SoC function is the upper envelope of a set of SoC functions, each corresponding to a single path. We say that an $s$–$t$ path contributes to the $s$–$t$ profile if it is optimal for some initial SoC. We bound the number of breakpoints in the SoC function subject to the number of contributing paths. The following Lemma 2 is a direct implication of the observations by Atallah [3]. (In general, the number of breakpoints in the upper envelope of linear functions can be superlinear [46].)

Lemma 2. Given the set $\mathcal{P}$ of all contributing paths of an $s$–$t$ profile, the number of breakpoints in the SoC function is linear in $|\mathcal{P}|$.

Since the number of $s$–$t$ paths can be exponential in the graph size, Lemma 2 does not yield an immediate polynomial bound on the complexity of the $s$–$t$ profile. Note that in the
related scenario of time-dependent profiles, it was shown that the number of contributing paths can actually become superpolynomial in the graph size [19]. In contrast, we now show that the number of breakpoints of an SoC function is in fact linear in the number of vertices of the input graph in the worst case.

We start with basic properties of paths and their SoC functions. Lemma 3 claims that a path $P$ dominates another path $Q$ if it is shorter (wrt. the cost function $c$) and both its maximum prefix and maximum suffix are shorter than the respective subpaths of $Q$. This follows immediately from the structure of SoC functions and is illustrated in Figure 3.

**Lemma 3.** Let $P$ and $Q$ be two $s$–$t$ paths, such that $c(P^+_s) \leq c(Q^+_s)$, $c(P^+_t) \leq c(Q^+_t)$, and $c(P) \leq c(Q)$. Then the SoC function $f_P$ of $P$ dominates the SoC function $f_Q$ of $Q$.

As argued above, certain subpaths of an $s$–$t$ path $P$ are relevant to determine the corresponding profile. We add the following definitions. The bottom vertex $v^-$ is the last vertex of the minimum prefix (and the first vertex of the maximum suffix) of $P$. Similarly, the top vertex $v^+$ denotes the last vertex of the maximum prefix (and the first vertex of the minimum suffix) of $P$. We call $v^-$ and $v^+$ the important vertices of $P$. We presume that $v^- \neq v^+$, which always holds except in the trivial case $s = t$. The important vertices then separate $P$ into three subpaths. (In case $s$ or $t$ are important vertices, one or two of these subpaths may consist of a single vertex.) Moreover, we distinguish two types of paths, depending on the order of appearance of important vertices. A path is called top-bottom path if $v^+$ appears before $v^-$, otherwise it is a bottom-top path. Lemma 4 states that prefixes and suffixes of contributing paths are uniquely defined by their corresponding important vertices.

**Lemma 4.** Given two vertices $s \in V$ and $t \in V$, let $v \in V$ be an arbitrary fixed vertex. All paths of the same type contributing to the $s$–$t$ profile with $v$ as their first important vertex share the same $s$–$v$ subpath. Moreover, all contributing paths of the same type with $v$ as their second important vertex share the same $v$–$t$ subpath.

**Proof.** Assume for contradiction that there are two contributing paths $P$ and $Q$ of the same type, such that the first important vertex of each path is $v$, but their respective $s$–$v$ subpaths differ. Without loss of generality, let the $s$–$v$ subpath of $P$ be shorter. We replace the $s$–$v$ subpath of $Q$ by the subpath of $P$, which yields a modified path $Q'$. Clearly, the total length of $Q'$ is below the length of $Q$, i.e., $c(Q') < c(Q)$. At the same time, neither the maximum prefix nor the maximum suffix of $Q'$ exceeds the cost of the respective subpath
of $Q$. By Lemma 3, the modified path $Q'$ dominates $Q$, contradicting the assumption that $Q$ is a contributing path.

Similarly, we can replace the $v-t$ subpath in one of two paths of the same type that share the second important vertex $v$ by a shorter $v-t$ subpath. Again, we obtain a new path that is shorter, while the lengths of its maximum prefix and suffix do not increase. Hence, at least one of the two paths does not contribute to the profile.

Below, Lemma 5 shows that together with their order in the path, pairs of important vertices uniquely define contributing paths of the same type. Note that this already implies that there are at most $O(|V|^2)$ paths contributing to an $s-t$ profile. Afterwards, we use a somewhat more sophisticated argument to show that the number of breakpoints is at most linear in the number of vertices.

**Lemma 5.** Let $s \in V$, $t \in V$, $v^- \in V$, and $v^+ \in V$ be four vertices of the input graph. There is at most one bottom-top path contributing to the $s-t$ profile that has $v^-$ as its bottom vertex and $v^+$ as its top vertex. Similarly, at most one contributing top-bottom path has $v^+$ as its top vertex and $v^-$ as its bottom vertex.

**Proof.** Assume for contradiction that there exist two distinct contributing $s-t$ paths $P$ and $Q$, such that both are bottom-top paths, their bottom vertex is $v^-$, and their top vertex is $v^+$. By Lemma 4, we know that $P$ and $Q$ share the same $s-v^-$ subpath and the same $v^+-t$ path. Hence, their $v^--v^+$ subpaths must differ. Without loss of generality, let the $v^--v^+$ subpath of $P$ be shorter. Apparently, the total cost of the path $P$ is lower than the cost of $Q$, i.e., $c(P) < c(Q)$. Similarly, the cost of the maximum prefix (suffix) of $P$ is at most the cost of the maximum prefix (suffix) of $Q$. By Lemma 3, this implies that $P$ dominates $Q$, contradicting the fact that $Q$ contributes to the optimal solution. The other case is symmetric, so the claim follows.

Using a somewhat more sophisticated argument, Theorem 6 shows that the number of breakpoints is at most linear in the number of vertices. It is easy to construct an example where the number of breakpoints in the SoC function is in fact linear in $|V|$, so this bound is tight up to a constant factor. This also enables profile search to run in $O(|V|^2 \log |V|)$ time.

**Theorem 6.** Given a source $s \in V$ and a target $t \in V$ in the input graph $G = (V, E)$, the number of contributing paths (and breakpoints) in the $s-t$ profile is in $O(|V|)$.
We add one undirected edge for every vertex. We examine the structure of SoC functions of contributing paths to show that the edges of this cycle. Edges incident to some vertex $v$ correspond to some SoC function whose first breakpoint has the $x$-coordinate $x$. Thus, the theorem.

**Proof.** To prove the claim, we construct a graph $G'$ consisting of vertices representing important vertices in $G$. Edges of $G'$ represent contributing paths between pairs of important vertices. We examine the structure of SoC functions of contributing paths to show that the number of edges in this graph is in $O(|V|)$.

We construct an undirected graph $G'$ that consists of the union of four sets of vertices

$V_1^- = \{v_1^- \mid v \in V\}$, $V_1^+ = \{v_1^+ \mid v \in V\}$, $V_2^- = \{v_2^- \mid v \in V\}$, and $V_2^+ = \{v_2^+ \mid v \in V\}$. Clearly, the number of vertices in $G'$ is linear in the number of vertices in the original graph. We add one undirected edge for every $s$-$t$ path in the original graph that contributes to the SoC function: For every contributing bottom-top path with first important vertex $u$ and second important vertex $w$, we add the edge $\{u^-, w^+\}$. For every contributing top-bottom path with first important vertex $u$ and second important vertex $w$, we add the edge $\{u^+, w^-\}$. Lemma 5 implies that there are no multi-edges in the resulting graph. By construction, $G'$ consists of at least two components and each component induces a bipartite subgraph. We claim that $G'$ contains no cycles. This implies that the resulting graph has at most $O(|V|)$ edges, which proves the theorem.

Assume for contradiction that there is a cycle $C = [v_1, \ldots, v_k, v_1]$ in the graph constructed above. There are two possible cases: Either all edges in the cycle correspond to top-bottom paths and it contains only vertices in $V_1^+ \cup V_2^-$, or all edges correspond to bottom-top paths and all its vertices are in the set $V_1^- \cup V_2^+$. **Case 1.** All edges represent top-bottom paths, and therefore $\{v_1, \ldots, v_k\} \subseteq V_1^+ \cup V_2^-$. Figure 4a shows an example. Consider the profile induced by all paths corresponding to the edges of this cycle. Edges incident to some vertex $v_i \in V_1^+$, with $i \in \{1, \ldots, k\}$, correspond to paths with the same top vertex. Lemma 4 implies that these paths also share the same maximum prefix of some length $x \in [0, M]$. Therefore, by Lemma 1, every edge incident to $v_i$ corresponds to some SoC function whose first breakpoint has the $x$-coordinate $x$. Thus,
the leftmost point of the characteristic segment of each of these SoC functions lies on a vertical line defined by \( x \); see Figure 4b. Similarly, edges incident to a bottom vertex \( v_i \in V_1^- \) represent paths with the same maximum suffix of length \( y \in [0, M] \). The last breakpoint of each SoC function associated with these paths lies on a horizontal line defined by the y-coordinate \( y \). Hence, each of the \( k \) vertices defines either a vertical or a horizontal line. Every edge in the cycle \( C \) corresponds to a characteristic segment that starts at a vertical line and ends at a horizontal line, as shown in Figure 4b.

For a constant \( y \) inducing a horizontal line, we consider the leftmost x-coordinate of any breakpoint in an SoC function (corresponding to an edge in the cycle \( C \)) with the y-coordinate \( y \); see Figure 4b. In total, we defined one x-coordinate for each vertex in \( C \), denoted by \( x_i \) for \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \). Without loss of generality, assume \( x_1 < x_2 < \cdots < x_k \). Then, we obtain \( k - 1 \) intervals \([x_i, x_{i+1}]\), \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k - 1\} \). By assumption, every edge of \( C \) corresponds to a contributing path. Moreover, the characteristic segment of the SoC function of each contributing path is (partially) contained in the upper envelope of the SoC functions of all these paths (otherwise it would not contribute to the s–t profile). Given that all characteristic segments are parallel (with slope 1), this implies that each segment is the unique maximum over all characteristic segments on some interval \([x_i, x_{i+1}]\), \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k - 1\} \).

However, there are only \( k - 1 \) such intervals for \( k \) contributing paths; a contradiction.

**Case 2.** All edges represent bottom-top paths, and therefore \( \{v_1, \ldots, v_k\} \subseteq V_1^- \cup V_2^+ \). In this case, edges incident to a bottom vertex \( v_i \in V_1^- \) for an \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) correspond to paths with the same bottom vertex. By Lemma 4, these paths share the same minimum prefix with length \( y \in [0, M] \). Moreover, observe that a contributing bottom-top path contains no subpath with cost below \(-M\), since the cost of its maximum prefix must not exceed \( M \). It follows that SoC functions of contributing bottom-top paths are of the form as in Case 3 of Lemma 1. Thus, the leftmost point of the characteristic segment of each SoC function represented by an edge incident to a bottom vertex \( v_i \in V_1^- \) lies on the horizontal line defined by \( y \). Similarly, edges incident to top vertices \( v_i \in V_1^+ \) correspond to characteristic segments whose rightmost point lies on the same vertical line defined by a constant \( x \in [0, M] \). Along the lines of the first case, this yields a contradiction.

### 4 Energy-Optimal Routes with Charging Stops

As battery capacities of EVs are typically rather small, recharging en route can be inevitable on long-distance trips. Therefore, we extend our model to incorporate charging stops. A subset \( S \subseteq V \) of the vertices represents designated charging stations. Every station \( v \in S \) has a predefined SoC range \( R_v = [b_v^{\min}, b_v^{\max}] \subseteq [0, M] \). When arriving at \( v \) with arrival SoC \( b \), we pick a desired departure SoC \( b' \in [b_v^{\min}, b_v^{\max}] \cup \{b\} \) with \( b \leq b' \). SoC ranges are useful to model user preferences or technical features of charging stations. For example, we set \( R_v := [M, M] \) for battery swapping stations. It is always allowed to pick the arrival SoC \( b \) as departure SoC, to account for the possibility of not charging at \( v \).

Given a source \( s \in V \), a target \( t \in V \), and the initial SoC \( b_s \in [0, M] \) at \( s \), the Energy-Optimal Route with Charging Stops (EORCS) problem asks for a feasible path that minimizes overall energy consumption, defined as the difference \( b_t - b_s \) between SoC at source and target, plus the total amount \( r_v \) of energy recharged at charging stations \( v \in S \) to reach \( t \). Hence, our objective is to maximize \( b_t - r_t \) among all feasible solutions.

There are certain challenging aspects to this problem. First, we have to determine the departure SoC when reaching a charging station with some arrival SoC. Note that it may
be wasteful to fully recharge the battery, as this may prevent recuperation on subsequent road segments. Second, subpaths of optimal paths are not optimal in general (e.g., detours to a charging station may be necessary). Hence, “greedy” choices can lead to suboptimal results. A natural way to overcome this issue is the use of label sets to keep multiple solutions at vertices, as in (exponential-time) multi-criteria search [23, 34]. In fact, this algorithm can be adapted to our problem setting, using labels with continuous ranges of SoC and recharged energy to reflect different choices at charging stations and the resulting SoC at a vertex. Then, vertices maintain labels that store an SoC range and a charging range. As in the multi-criteria scenario, we can apply Pareto dominance to remove suboptimal labels. However, it is not obvious whether such an approach has subexponential running time. Instead, we build upon tools from Section 3 to derive an alternative algorithm that maintains single labels on an extended search graph and that is conceptually simpler, can easily be integrated with known speedup techniques, and runs in polynomial time.

**Optimal Paths between Charging Stations.** When charging at a station \( u \in S \), we have to ensure that the SoC is sufficient to reach \( t \) or the next charging station \( v \in S \). Therefore, we examine an important subproblem, where given a charging station \( u \in S \), an (optimal) arrival SoC \( b^\text{arr}_u \), the amount \( r_u \) of energy recharged so far (at previous charging stations), and a vertex \( v \in S \cup \{ t \} \), we want to find a departure SoC \( b^\text{dep}_u > b^\text{arr}_u \) that maximizes the objective at the target vertex \( t \) under the assumption that \( v \) is the next vertex where energy is recharged (or \( v = t \) is the target itself). If we compute the \( u-v \) profile \( f_{u,v} \), we can greedily optimize the objective on the \( s-v \) path by picking an SoC \( b^\text{dep}_u > b^\text{arr}_u \) that maximizes \( f(b^\text{dep}_u) - (r_u + r) \), where \( r := b^\text{dep}_u - b^\text{arr}_u \) is the amount of energy charged at \( u \). Unfortunately, the \( s-v \) path that maximizes this objective does not extend to the best solution at \( t \) in general. The reason for this is that charging too much energy might prevent the vehicle from recuperating energy on the following \( v-t \) path; see Figure 5 for an example.

Instead, we need a more sophisticated approach. To this end, we identify SoC values \( b^\text{dep}_u \) that may possibly lead to an optimal solution. We know (by the FIFO property [18]) that for an arbitrary departure SoC \( b^\text{dep}_u \in [0, M] \), the optimal \( u-v \) subpath is also energy-optimal for \( b^\text{dep}_u \). By Theorem 6, there can be at most \( O(|V|) \) such \( u-v \) paths. For each \( u-v \) path \( P \) contributing to the \( u-v \) profile \( f_{u,v} \), we identify a (unique) canonical departure SoC \( b^\text{dep}_u \) at \( u \) that always optimizes the objective at \( t \) under the assumption that recharging is necessary at \( v \) (or \( v = t \)). Consider the SoC function \( f_P \) of \( P \) and let \( b^\text{min}_P := c(P_u) \) denote the minimum SoC that is necessary to traverse \( P \), i.e., \( f_P(b) = -\infty \) if and only if \( b < b^\text{min}_P \). Consequently, we have \( b^\text{dep}_P \geq b^\text{min}_P \). We also know that the objective \( f_P(b^\text{dep}_P) - b^\text{dep}_P + b^\text{arr}_u - r_u \) of the \( s-v \) path can only decrease for \( b^\text{dep}_P > b^\text{min}_P \), since \( b^\text{arr}_u - r_u \) is constant and the slope of \( f_P \) is at most 1 in the interval \([b^\text{min}_P, M] \). Assuming that we recharge energy at \( v \) anyway, charging more than \( b^\text{min}_P \) will also never turn out to be essential after visiting \( v \): If necessary, we can recharge missing energy at \( v \). Therefore, given the SoC range \([b^\text{min}_u, b^\text{max}_u] \) of \( u \), we pick the canonical departure SoC \( b^\text{dep}_P := \max\{b^\text{min}_P, b^\text{max}_u\} \) for \( P \), if this value lies in the SoC range of \( u \). Otherwise, we have \( b^\text{max}_u < b^\text{min}_P \) and charging at \( u \) never renders \( P \) feasible.

**Search Graph Construction.** Given the original graph \( G \) and the target vertex \( t \in V \), we augment \( G \) with a charging station (sub-)graph \( G_c = (V_c, E_c) \), which keeps separate vertices for distinct values of departure SoC at charging stations; see Figure 5. For each vertex \( u \in S \), we create one charging vertex \( u' \) per distinct canonical departure SoC \( b^\text{dep}_P \) of any contributing path \( P \) from \( u \) to another charging station or to the target. We explicitly store the corresponding departure SoC \( b^\text{dep}_P \) with the vertex \( u' \), i.e., we keep a mapping...
which yields $u \in V_c$ and $v \in \{s\} \cup E_c$. The modified algorithm maintains a single label $\ell(v)$ per vertex $v \in V_c \cup E_c$, which stores the values of SoC $b_u$ and recharged energy $r_u$ that maximize the objective $b_u - r_u$ at $v$. Initially, it sets $b_u = -\infty$ and $r_u = 0$ for all $v \in V_c$, except for the label $\ell(s) = (b_s, 0)$ of $s$. In each iteration of the main loop, the label $\ell(u) = (b_u, r_u)$ of some vertex $u$ in $G'$ with maximum key $b_u - r_u$ is extracted from the queue. If $u$ is an original vertex, i.e., $u \in V$, the algorithm proceeds exactly like plain EVD by scanning its outgoing edges. If, additionally, $u$ is a charging station, i.e., $u \in S$, its corresponding charging vertices $u' \in V_c$ are updated (and inserted into the queue) if $b_u < b_{\text{dep}}(u')$ and $\ell(u)$ yields an improvement to the label $\ell(u')$. Vertices $u \in V_c$ in the charging station graph are handled separately by the algorithm. For each outgoing edge $(u, v)$ in $G_c$, a new label $(b, r)$ is generated as follows. Its SoC is set to the arrival SoC $b := b_{\text{dep}}(u, v)$ at $v$ and the amount of charged energy is set to $r := r_u + b_{\text{dep}}(u) - b_u$. If the resulting label $(b, r)$ improves $\ell(v)$, the latter is updated accordingly. After termination, the label at the dummy target vertex $t'$ (i.e., the unique vertex $t' \in V_s$ with $b_{\text{dep}}(t') = \infty$) contains the optimal pair of SoC and recharged energy. Making use of potential shifting, Theorem 7 follows directly from the polynomial size of $G'$.

**Theorem 7.** The problem EORCS can be solved in polynomial time.
A Practical Variant. The construction of $G_c$ is rather time-consuming on realistic instances. Luckily, we can move most work to preprocessing, since paths between charging stations are independent of source and target. We also propose a much simpler search graph, which can naturally be combined with CH for further speedup. We replace the graph $G_c$ with an overlay graph $G_S = (S \cup \{t\}, S \times S \cup \{(v, t) \mid v \in S\})$. Every edge $(u, v)$ in $G_S$ stores as its cost function the $u$–$v$ profile (wrt. the original graph). Compared to $G_c$, this significantly reduces the number of vertices. Moreover, it is straightforward to construct $G_S$ using profile search. We slightly modify the search algorithm to work with $G_S$ instead of $G_c$: If a scanned vertex $u \in S$ represents a charging station, all shortcuts $(u, v)$ in $G_S$ are scanned. For each, the arrival SoC $b$ that maximizes the objective at $v$ is picked (such that $b \geq b_u$ and $b \in [b_u^{\min}, b_u^{\max}]$). If this yields an improvement to the label of $v$, it is updated accordingly.

As argued before, picking the SoC at $v$ in this greedy fashion may lead to suboptimal results (recall Figure 5). On real-world networks, however, this is very unlikely to occur, as it requires an optimal route with two charging stops $u$ and $v$, such that $t$ can be reached from $u$ via $v$, but not directly, and at the same charging too much energy at $u$ (to reach $v$ on an optimal $s$–$v$ path) prevents recuperation along the $v$–$t$ path due to a fully-charged battery. Consequently, our approach always produced optimal solutions in our tests; see Section 5.

Integration with CH. In its basic variant, CH [20] iteratively contract vertices in increasing order of (heuristic) importance during preprocessing, maintaining distances between all remaining vertices by adding shortcut edges, if necessary. Witness searches determine whether a shortcut is required to preserve distances. The CH query runs bidirectional from source and target on the input graph augmented by all shortcuts added during preprocessing, following only upward edges (from less important to more important vertices).

When solving EORCS with CH, we do not contract charging stations during preprocessing [7, 41]. Hence, we stop vertex contraction at some point, leaving an uncontracted core of charging stations (and possibly other vertices). We run profile searches on this (relatively small) core graph to quickly construct the overlay $G_S$. Shortcuts are only added to $G_S$ if their corresponding SoC function is finite for some SoC.

In a basic approach, witness search uses profile search to determine whether a shortcut is necessary. For faster preprocessing, an alternative approach replaces profiles by scalar upper bounds $\max_{b \in [0, M]} (b - f(b))$ on the energy consumption of an edge with SoC function $f$. Observe that negative costs are ruled out this way, since consumption must be at least zero for a fully charged battery. This re-enables Dijkstra’s algorithm for witness searches, computing upper bounds $a \in [0, M]$ on energy consumption between a given pair of vertices. A shortcut candidate is inserted only if its SoC function $f$ consumes less energy for at least one SoC, i.e., $b - f(b) < a$ for some $b \in [0, M]$. When using upper bounds, we may end up inserting unnecessary shortcuts. This does not affect correctness, but may (slightly) slow down queries. (Similarly, Eisner et al. [18] use a sampling approach to avoid costly profile search during preprocessing in their implementation.)

To obtain the full path description, we enable path unpacking by storing via vertices during contraction, as in plain CH [20]. (Note, however, that we need one via vertex per contributing path of an SoC function.) Additionally, we have to reconstruct paths representing shortcuts between charging stations within the core. This can be done by precomputing and storing the paths explicitly (in the core), or by running a profile search between each consecutive pair of charging stations in the optimal path. Finally, the retrieved paths in the core are unpacked. The optimal amount of energy that must be recharged is easily obtained from the SoC profiles in the overlay $G_S$ (by picking a departure SoC for each profile that maximizes the objective).
The query algorithm consists of two phases. The first runs a backwarad profile search from \( t \), scanning only upward and edges in the core. Shortcuts in \( G_S \) are ignored by this search. After its termination, SoC profiles from each charging station to the target are known. We (temporarily) add the target and all corresponding shortcuts to \( G_S \). The second phase runs modified EVD from the source \( s \) with initial SoC \( b_s \), on a graph consisting of upward edges and all edges in the core (including \( G_S \)).

Adding A* Search. On large instances, scanning shortcuts in the dense subgraph \( G_S \) becomes the major bottleneck of the approach. We add A* search [24] to improve performance. The basic idea of A* search is to compute a consistent potential function \( \pi: V \to \mathbb{R} \) on the vertices, which fulfills the condition \( c(u,v) - \pi(u) + \pi(v) \geq 0 \) for all edges \((v,v) \in E\). The potential of a vertex is added to the key of a label when updating the priority queue. To make the search goal directed, we compute a consistent potential function where vertices that are closer to the target have smaller keys.

Before the CH search, we run a label-correcting backward search from \( t \), scanning upward edges and core edges (except for shortcuts in \( G_S \)), with (scalar) lower bounds on energy consumption as edge costs. This yields, for each vertex \( v \) in the core, a lower bound \( \bar{c}(v) \) on energy consumption from \( v \) to \( t \). Moreover, \( \bar{c}(\cdot) \) induces a consistent potential function on \( V \), as follows immediately from the triangle inequality. The forward search is then split into two phases. The first scans upward edges, but ignores outgoing edges of core vertices. The second phase is initialized with all core vertices scanned during the first phase. Using the potential function, this phase becomes goal directed.

An aggressive variant of A* search achieves further speedup at the cost of suboptimal results. As before, when a charging station is visited by the forward search, all outgoing shortcuts \((u,v) \) in \( G_S \) are scanned. However, we update the label of at most one vertex \( v \in S \) and insert it into priority queue, namely, the one with maximum key among all vertices that are improved by the scans.

5 Experiments

We implemented all approaches in C++, using g++ 4.8.5 (-O3) as compiler. Experiments were conducted on a single core of a 4-core Intel Xeon E5-1630v3 clocked at 3.7 GHz, with 128 GiB of DDR4-2133 RAM, 10 MiB of L3, and 256 KiB of L2 cache.

Input and Methodology. We ran experiments on a graph representing the road network of Western Europe, kindly provided by PTV AG (http://ptvgroup.com). Energy consumption data stems from PHEM, a detailed micro-scale emission model [25]. We consider two vehicle models. The first is based on a real production vehicle (Peugeot iOn) with a battery capacity of 16 kWh (corresponding to a range of roughly 100–150 km). The second is an artificial model with a capacity of 85 kWh (400–500 km range, similar to recent Tesla models). Data source mentioned above are proprietary, but enable us to test our algorithms on detailed and realistic input data. To accurately assign consumption values to road segments, we retrieved road slopes based on elevation data from the freely available SRTM dataset (http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm). Removing edges without reasonable energy consumption (e.g., due to large areas with missing elevation data), we obtain a graph with 22,198,628 vertices and 51,088,095 edges after extracting the largest strongly connected component from the remaining graph [9]. About 11.8% and 15.2% of these edges have negative cost for the Peugeot and the artificial model, respectively. We also conduct
Table 1 Performance of our approaches (Europe). The columns \( G_S \), \( CH \), \( A^* \), and agg. (aggressive \( A^* \)) indicate whether a technique is enabled (\( \bullet \)) or not (\( \circ \)). For each approach and model, we report preprocessing time, number of vertex scans during queries (\( \# V. Sc. \)), and query times.
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Table 2 Performance for different distributions and types of charging stations (Germany, Peugeot). Besides timings for preprocessing and queries, we report the number of charging stations (\( |S| \)), edges in \( G_S (|E_S|) \), and vertex scans (\( \# V. Sc. \)) and edge scans (\( \# E. Sc. \)) during queries.

| Scenario | \( |S| \) | T. \([s]\) | \( |E_S| \) | \# V. Sc. | \# E. Sc. | T. \([ms]\) |
|----------|-------|----------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
| reg-cm   | 1 966 | 548.5    | 539 145 | 4 592  | 125 353 | 4.22   |
| mix-cm   | 1 966 | 548.1    | 539 145 | 4 592  | 125 381 | 4.19   |
| reg-r0.01| 469   | 487.2    | 22 231  | 2 234  | 50 070  | 1.30   |
| reg-r0.1 | 4692  | 582.7    | 2 263 310| 8 904  | 223 779 | 7.97   |
| reg-1.0  | 46 920| 965.0    | 227 514 459| 60 527 | 1 828 581| 73.46  |

Experiments on the subnetwork of Germany, which has 4 692 091 vertices and 10 805 429 edges. We located 13 810 charging stations (1 966 of them in Germany) on ChargeMap (chargemap.com). Unless mentioned otherwise, all reported query times are average values of 1000 queries, with source and target vertices picked uniformly at random. Charging stations have the SoC range \([0, M]\) and the initial SoC is set to \( b_s = M \).

Evaluation. Table 1 compares different approaches to solve EORCS on our main test instance (Europe) for both vehicle models. Applied techniques are indicated by the four leftmost columns. The first line (no speedup technique enabled) shows our exact baseline approach, which is based on bi-criteria search. It requires no preprocessing, but takes 20–30 seconds to answer queries, which is rather impractical. Simply using the charging station graph already reduces query times greatly. However, scalability of this approach is limited, as increasing the vehicle range affects both preprocessing (longer paths between charging stations must be computed) and queries (the search in the uncontracted network dominates running times). Integrating CH clearly pays off, as it significantly reduces the number of vertex scans and query time after moderate preprocessing effort (below an hour). Query time is dominated by the search in \( G_S \). \( A^* \) search helps to reduce effort spent searching in \( G_S \) and makes our approach rather practical, with running times of less than 300 ms for the artificial model. Moreover, note that even though we use a (formally) inexact implementation, the optimal solution is found in all queries. The aggressive variant of \( A^* \) further reduces query times at the cost of inexact results (even in practice). The average relative error (not reported in the table) is 0.7% for the Peugeot model and less than 0.01% for the artificial one. This discrepancy in relative error can be explained by the fact that a larger battery allows the EV
to stick to energy-optimal paths (fewer detours are necessary), so the quality of the bounds used in A* search increases. Consequently, outliers for the Peugeot scenario exceed 10% in relative error in about 1% of the cases, while even the maximum error is below 0.5% for the artificial model. For all techniques, the artificial model is harder to solve. This is mostly due to the dense charging station graph (more labels per vertex for the baseline approach), since more charging stations are reachable from each station.

In Table 2, we evaluate the performance of our fastest empirically exact approach (CH with A* search) under varying types and distributions of charging stations. The first scenario (reg-cm) uses stations from ChargeMap with (default) SoC range $[0, M]$. The second (mix-cm) uses the same stations, but assigns each a charging range of a regular station ($[0, M]$), a “super charger” that quickly charges to 80% SoC ($[0, 0.8M]$), or a swapping station ($[M, M]$), with equal probability. The results indicate that SoC ranges have little impact on performance. This is not surprising, since restricting the departure SoC can only reduce the search space (the effect is negligible, though). Finally, we consider random distributions of charging stations with default SoC ranges (reg-r0.01, reg-r0.1, reg-1.0), where we pick 0.01%, 0.1%, and 1.0% of the vertices in $V$ as charging stations uniformly at random, respectively. The number of charging stations has a significant impact on algorithm performance. Given that the number of edges in $G_S$ grows quadratically in the number of charging stations, preprocessing and query slow down for very dense networks of charging stations. This limits scalability, but our approach easily handles realistic distributions of charging stations (for the scenario reg-1.0, the number of charging stations is higher than the current number of gas stations in Germany).

Finally, Figure 6 shows running times of our algorithms for different battery capacities. Without A* search, running time roughly doubles with battery capacity, because $G_S$ becomes more dense (more reachable charging stations). Adding A* search, scalability with available cruising range improves, since potentials quickly guide the search towards the target.

6 Conclusion

We examined consumption profiles for EVs and proved that their complexity is at most linear in the graph size. We also investigated energy-optimal routes with charging stops and showed how profile search can be utilized to solve the problem in polynomial time. In a sense, we closed the gap between (efficiently solvable) energy-optimal routes [18, 36]
and \( \mathcal{NP} \)-hard time-constrained variants with charging stops [7, 35] (which generalize the problem setting considered in this work). In particular, it is indeed the addition of a second optimization criterion (travel time) that makes the latter problems \( \mathcal{NP} \)-hard, rather than the incorporation of charging stations in combination with battery constraints. We also proposed a practical variant, which computes optimal results in well below a second on realistic, large-scale networks.

Interesting lines of future work include reducing the number of edges in the overlay of charging stations for better performance and scalability [13, 26, 39] or integration of Customizable CH [16] for faster preprocessing. Moreover, one could consider a profile variant of EORCS, i.e., ask for a consumption profile instead of a single path.
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